ACROSS
1. Name recognition
8. Includes
15. Africa’s first republic
16. Deductive
17. Solid yellow
18. Small blood vessel
19. Split level?
22. Sci-fi publisher
23. Hot and bothered
25. Go along with
28. Driver’s club
30. Encore company
34. "4 real?"
35. Can be found at home
36. Push and shove
37. Angry parent’s cry to a kid who isn’t following directions
40. Pole dances?
41. Angry dogs
42. Mileage, say
43. Take home in a dramatic fashion?
44. Carson on “Today”
45. You can tap into them
46. Harsh inflexibility
48. Wordsmith’s flair
50. Gob’s spot
53. Unwarranted intrusion to a teleconference call
58. "Don’t you worry about me"
60. Select, as some 36-Down
61. Game with 64 discs
62. When many begin driving
63. "Well, THAT’S obvious!"
64. Actress who holds the record for fastest person to reach one million Instagram followers (5 hours, 16 minutes)

DOWN
1. One in shambles
2. Actress Majorino
3. The Weeknd aka ___ Tesfaye
4. Money-back guarantee
5. Max Build-Up Remover brand
6. Crude problem
7. Y proprietor?
8. Gastropub of old
9. Vertical, nautically
10. Kingpin
11. Family
12. Mule’s underside
13. Underground rocks
14. When jamas are worn
20. Cyborg feature
24. Angel ___
25. Fleshy overhangs
26. "They got me"
27. Second-best effort
29. Cleared (of)
31. Football announcer’s phrase during an extra-point attempt
32. Fastener
33. "Dinner at Antoine’s" author Frances Parkinson ___
35. Superfans
36. See 60-Across
38. Mountain climber?
39. Mo. Harry Potter was born
44. 1994 Green Day album
45. Swinger’s attempts
47. Grab from behind
49. Who said "Life is architecture and architecture is the mirror of life"
50. Her voice is done by Susan Bennett
51. Mo. expenditure
52. City in Oklahoma
54. Software test
55. Letter in the WSJ?
56. Dory pal
57. Isolated valley
59. Physicist Mottelson who discovered the shape of nuclei